
The Swan, the  Staffords  and  some
Buckinghainshire Yorkist Connections
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THE  DEVICE of the Swan, as employed at the present time in the heraldry  of
Buckinghamshire, is derived from the Staffords, Dukes of Buckingham. This use
of the swan in the arms of Stafford in the fifteenth and sixteenth  centuries  and in
those  of the county and towns of Buckinghamshire thereafter has been quoted as
an excellent example of heraldic  continuity.‘

The  source of the swan in heraldry; whether used as an heraldic charge, the
crest  upon  a  helm, a supporter of the  shield or as a badge on the  livery of  retainers
may _lie in the Swan Knight of  legend, or  less tenuously, though  more  prosaically,
by descent  from  the  Counts  of Boulogne.2 Finally, one  should mention  another
view that the origin of the heraldic swan was a play upon  the name of the  Norman
baron, Sweyn de Essex, whose  descendants  intermarried with the Mandevilles,
Earls  of Essex.3 Following the demise of William de Mandeville at the end of the
thirteenth century the honour of Essex devolved  upon  the family of Bohun, Earls
of  Hereford  and hereditary Lords High  Constables of England, who  came  to use
the white swan (with  open  or closed wings) as their household  badge.  Thereafter,
deployment of the swan in English heraldry harks back to the Bohuns.‘

During the fifteenth century, however,  the name De Bohun became extinct
and the cognizance of the swan passed into other hands. The co—heiresses of the
Bohun line  were  Alainor, wife of Thomas of Woodstock, Duke of  Gloucester,  and
her  sister Mary (died 1374), wife of Henry,  Earl  of Derby and later King Henry '
IV, and  both  husbands came to use the swan badge in the  form  of the cygnet
royal:  a  white  swan gorged with a gold  coronet and chain.’

The Bohun connection evidently suggested the title of Earl of Hereford that
Henry acquired in 1397 and his standard displayed the cygnet  royal  among other
charges.‘ The device of the swan was  employed  subsequently by Henry V, but of
his brothers, only by Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester.’ With  Edward  of
Westminster  (died  1471), whose retainers  wore  a  silver  swan badge and whose
sealjncorporated a swan with open wings, ducally gorged and set  above  a  shield,
the  issue of Mary dc Bohun failed.“

By her second marriage Anne, daughter of the said Thomas of Woodstock,
transmitted the Bohun inheritance to Edmund, fifth Earl  of Stafford.9 Their son
Humphrey was created Earl of Buckingham in 1399, then Duke of Buckingham
in 1444, and his stall plate at  Windsor  has above the arms of Stafford (or a
chevron gules),  a  crest in which a white swan is rising out of a  coronet.”

Humphrey, Duke of Buckingham was slain in 1460 at Northampton and, as
he had been predeceased by his  son,  Lord Stafford, the title passed to his
grandson, Henry,  then  aged  four.  Thus began the  second  of the three long
minorities among the Dukes of Buckingham."
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The earliest  arms  borne  by Henry,  second Duke of  Buckingham  and seventh
Earl of  Stafford  were  those  of  Stafford  (as above), quartered  with  those of
Thomas of  Woodstock  viz France and England, quarterly within a  bordure
argent.” In  1473, however, he  obtained permission from  Edward IV to use the
arms of Woodstock alone and so avoid lowering the  dignity of the royal  coat  of
arms  by quartering it  with  another.‘3 These arms  appear on his garter  stall plate.
Among the reasons  suggested  as underlying Buckingham’s  disaffection, as
contended by Polydore  Vergil  and others, is the refusal by Richard  III to  grant
him the  balance  of the  Bohun estates  held by the crown but his by right  of
inheritance.  It  cannot  be  emphasised  too frequently that  this  view  is  erroneous  for
it was Edward IV who had  jealously retained these lands,  whereas Richard freely
made  them  over  within weeks  of his coronation, at  a  time  when  they were  worth
£1,084  per  annum.” Consequent upon  the rebellion in  1483  and the attainder of
the second  Duke, however, Richard had the  disposal  of the  Stafford  estates.  After
settling an  allowance  of 200  marks  upon  the  widow, Katherine, these lands were
available for distribution  among the  King’s  supporters.”

In  1486  the Stafford  lands  and  titles  were  restored  to the  family in the person
of Edward, eldest  son of  Henry, then three  years  of  age. Because  of the  remarriage
of the  Dowager  Duchess to Jasper  Tudor, Duke  of  Bedford,  her  annual  income
was allowed to  rise  to  1000 marks, though  at her  son’s expense.“ Although
Edward was not due to  come  of age  until 1498  he was  admitted  to the Order of
the Garter in  1495, reverting to the  grand—quarterly arms  of his  father’s youth."
He has been regarded as  outstanding in  many respects,  not the  least  in his
preoccupation  with  the  minutiae  of the  finance  and administration of his lands. He
is presumed to have  been  the first English nobleman to  have drawn  up his own
rolls of creditors and debtors. His ruthless  efficiency in  maintaining estate  records
from 1500  onwards  is  thought  to  stem largely from  the destruction of the  Stafford
papers in  Brecon Castle  in  1483  and  1485  and  subsequent maladministration  and
neglect  of record—keeping during his  minority by his mother and by his  guardian,
Lady Margaret  Beaufort.“ Significantly, he  appointed  his son  Henry, when  of
age, as chief steward of the  Buckingham estates  in an effort to  ensure that  the
rigidly efficient  administration would be  maintained.  He is  known  to  have
possessed a  very large  library with volumes  covering many fields  from science  to
theology and to  have  had  a  taste  for chivalric fiction. One  work that  he is  known
to  have  commissioned is an  English translation  of  a  romance  about  the  Swan
Knight, his presumptive ancestor.l9

Henry, Earl  of  Wiltshire  (died 1523), the second son of Henry,  Duke  of
Buckingham, was deeply involved in the administration of his  brother’s estates
and  frequently was sent on  inspections  of receipts. In his own right  he  employed a
standaixéd with the cygnet royal,  with a crescent  for difference,  and Stafford
knots.

If one  turns  from  consideration  of the  later  users of the  Bohun swan  to the
county that  was the  titular focus  of the  dukedom  of the  Staffords  one is struck by
the  paucity of  material  evidence of their  presence.  In  this  region, relatively  sparse
as it is in antiquities, there  is  nothing of  relevance  to be  seen  in the former  Bohun
and  Stafford  manors of Amersham,  Brickhill, Buckingham, Essington, High
Wycombe, Newton Blossomville, Policott  or  Stewkley,  nor  indeed  at  Woobum
where  the first  Duke  had held lands}.1 Furthermore,  the  scanty remains  at  Stony
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Stratford are not in proportion to the importance of this Buckinghamshire site in a
Ricardian context. The strategic position of the town is worthy of emphasis for it
stood where Watling Street crossed the River Ouse, moreover it will be recalled
that it was here, in April 1483, that  the Lord Protector and Henry Stafford
intercepted the party accompanying Edward  V  to London and captured  a  great
quantity of arms.22 At the time Stony Stratford was  a  market town of some
importance, having a  thriving Hospital of St. John and a House of the Fraternity
of SS Mary and  Thomas  the Martyr that had been founded by John Edy and
others  in 1481.23 The site is notable also as the place at which Walter Hungerford,
a participant in Buckingham’s rising for which he was attainted in 1484, evaded
Sir Robert Brackenbury, Constable of the Tower, who had been instructed to
escort him to Richard 111 ‘having him in suspicion‘.24

Is there in Buckinghamshire no tangible monument to the Staffords? Among
the fifteenth century buildings at Long Crendon is the Abbot’s Lodging of Notley
Abbey, a foundation that was under the patronage of the Bohuns and Staffords
successively. Surviving seals of the Abbey show the arms of De Bohun and
Stafford.25 Of more direct interest is the church of St. Nicholas, Nether
Winchendon. It lies two miles away from Notley Abbey along the river Thame
and, like its neighbour at Chearsley, had been  a  chapel of ease where the
Augustinians of the Abbey took  divine service. Just as St. Nicholas, Chearsley,
had acquired full parish status in 1458 by licence from John Chetwode, Bishop of
Lincoln, so did the building at Nether Winchendon become the parish church of
the town in 1483. The first vicar, John Polleford (died 1524), was presented by
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Henry, Duke of Buckingham, in 1483 and in the  same  year the  patron  caused the
chancel to be glazed to  commemorate the attainment of parochial status. Not all
the stained glass of this date has  survived but, between  foliated  leopard  faces  the
rays  of the Yorkist sun may be seen issuing from  the  arms  of Stafford, preserved
in  a  window in the North wall of the chancel.26

Although the extinction-rate of the nobility during the civil  wars  in late
medieval England is prone to exaggeration the fate of the Staffords is archetypal
in this respect. Power, the  product  of the accumulation of  lands, titles and  wealth
by a  successful policy of inter-marriage, could not prevent the exhaustion of the
male  line as the result of the depredations of factional conflict and dynastic
pruning by the monarch. After the death of the third Duke the title was to lie
dormant  for about a century but the Staffords live on through the ignominy of  ‘the
most  untrue  creatures living’ and  such heraldic examples as  those cited  above.

To be  continued
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